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FOREWORD
The work reported herein was conducted by Advanced Programs and Engineering
personnel of Rocketdyne, a division of Rockwell International Corporation, under
Contract NAS3-23773 from December 1989 to April 1991. M. Millis, Lewis
Research Center, was the NASA Project Manager. Mr. R. Pauckert was the
Rocketdyne Project Manager, and T. Harmon was the Project Engineer. A.
Martinez was responsible for the technical direction of the effort while C. Erickson,
D. Hertzberg, K. Kramer, C. Meisl, and N. Gustafson made important technical
contributions to the program. Secretarial support was provided by D. Senit.
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INTRODUCTION
A space based chemical propulsion system capable of multiple starts and varied mission
scenarios will require extensive preflight checkouts to assure crew safety and mission
success. An automated approach for a space based system is highly desirable from the
standpoint of feasibility. Performing preflight checkouts manually using modified ground-
based techniques would require costly EVA and result in prohibitively high mission costs
while also compromising reliability and safety.
Approaches to automating preflight readiness checkouts depend heavily on condition
monitoring technology to provide the information required to assess the engine's readiness
to fire. Condition monitoring sensors permit remote monitoring of critical components as
the engine fires during normal operation. Based on the flight data obtained from these
sensors, an assessment can be made on the condition or health of a particular component
which in turn dictates the need for maintenance procedures or replacement.
OBJECTIVES
The objective of this study is to suggest and evaluate various methods of preflight readiness
checkouts in the context of a space-based system. Where required, methods will
incorporate advanced Integrated Control and Health Monitoring (ICHM) technologies
enabling rapid and remote engine turnaround. Specific objectives of this task as defined by
five separate subtasks in the statement of work (SOW) are summarized in Table 1.
SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Preflight readiness verification requirements were established for the engine. Requirements
were based on previous logistics studies including the preliminary failure modes and effects
analysis (Ref. 1) and the flow task analysis report. This report was generated in support of
a prior NASA technology task (Ref. 2) to establish the operational flow of the engine and
identify the applicable maintenance tasks for both current and advanced technologies. The
operational flow tasks of interest to this study are those executed after delivery to the space
station and before return to earth. Maintenance tasks were reviewed in light of the SSME
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Statement of Work Objectives
• Specify OTV engine preflight
requirements.
• Suggest a range of possible preflight
methods.
• Identify critical issues and benefits for
each method.
• Estimate technology readiness for
each method.
• Estimate the remaining development
cost for each method.
Table 1
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OperationsandMaintenanceRequirementsandSpecificationsDocument(OMRSD- Ref.
3) which reflects the current inspection and checkoutphilosophy evolving from the
Challengerincident.Thirty six preflightreadinessverificationrequirementswereidentified
for theengine.Requirementsinclude14functionalchecks,10leakchecks,10inspections,
and2 servicingtasks.
Severalapproachesfor remotelyperformingreadinesscheckoutsin spacewereoutlinedfor
each preflight requirement. The range of approachesreflect a variety of method
sophistications. Three approachesfor remotely obtaining data were considered -
Preliminarypower-upin whichtheengineis fired for ashorttimeto acquirerealtimedata,
Automatedcomponentpre-cyclingin which enginecomponentsarecycledin aninert gas
mediumto assesscomponentintegritywithout hot firing theengine,andAutomatedstatic
checkoutin which ananalysisof historical dataand staticchecksareusedto assessthe
engine'sreadinessto fire without thecyclingof anycomponents.
Wherepractical, alternatecomponentdesignswere suggestedto reducecriticality of
componentfailure andhencedeleteor simplify preflight readinessrequirements.This was
particularlyusefulin thecaseof theLordH2heatexchanger,in which arobustdesignwas
suggestedto reducethe possibility of failure and eliminate the needfor leak checks.
Alternate designs were also suggested for the turbopump bearings and
combustion/propellantsystemsjoints.
Issuesandbenefitsweregeneratedfor applicablepreflight checkoutapproaches.Sensors
and flight hardware,alternate componentdesigns,and individual approacheswere
addressed separately. Issues and benefits were categorized into space basing,
vehicle/infrastructure,andenginesystemimpacts.
The technology readinesslevels of the three preflight checkout methods were also
evaluated.Thescaleusedfor comparingthemethodswasthatusedbytheNASA office of
explorationfor evaluatingoptionsfor futuremissionchoices.
Estimateswerealsomadefor theremainingcostto advancethetechnologyfor eachmethod
to a level where the systemvalidation modelshave beendemonstratedin a simulated
environment.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
SUBTASK 1 - Specification of Engine Preflight Requirements
Subtask 1 entailed the definition of the preflight readiness verification requirements for a
space based engine. These requirements are the information and processing necessary to
access the engine's integrity and readiness to perform its mission. The preflight
requirements were generated by review and update of several completed studies. One of the
primary sources was a similar study conducted under the Orbit Transfer Rocket
Technology Program contract in 1987. In a subtask of the Advanced Engine Study
(Ref. 4), maintenance and verification checks were identified for the space based engine.
In that effort a review of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) operations and
maintenance manual was conducted with two purposes in mind: (1) to begin to outline the
overall maintenance procedures for the engine, and (2) to identify technology requirements
for streamlining space based operations. The original SSME document contained the
requirements and specifications for the SSME at the organizational level (installed engines).
Routine maintenance requirements (after each engine firing), periodic maintenance
requirements (time/cycle oriented), and contingency requirements (unscheduled to
isolate/rectify a condition) were covered.
It was then determined whether the individual tasks would be affected by an advanced
integrated control and health monitoring (ICHM) system incorporating advanced sensors.
In order to update and expand the work completed under the Advanced Engine Study,
additional documents were reviewed and integrated into the current study. These
documents included:
a° Operation and Maintenance Requirements and Specifications Document (OMRSD) for
processing the SSME during STS launch operations at KSC. This OMRSD reflects the
current inspection and checkout philosophy evolving from the Challenger incident
(Ref. 3)
b. RL10 Liquid Rocket Engine Service Manual prepared by United Technologies,
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group (Ref. 5)
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c. PreliminaryFailureModesandEffectsAnalysis(FMEA) for theOTVE (Ref. 1)
d. RL10FMEA for Apollo missions(Ref.6).
Theresultsof thisreviewconstituteacurrentbaselinelist of preflight requirements.These
redefinedrequirementsfor theenginein anoperationalspaceenvironmentarepresentedin
Table2. TheserequirementsareprimarilybasedonCriticality 1failure(majoruncontained
damageto anenginesubsystemor componentresultingin widespreadenginedamage)and
Criticality 2 failure(significantcontaineddamageto avital enginesubsystemorcomponent
sufficient to renderit inoperativeor its continuedoperationhazardous)modesidentifiedin
theOTVEFMEA.
Table2 lists the preflight requirements to be performed between each engine start and also
those requirements that are to be performed periodically at an interval to be determined as
designs mature. The periodic requirements are those associated with damage, erosion, etc.,
that will propagate with time.
A total of thirty-six checkouts falling into four separate categories were identified. These
included fourteen functional checks, ten leak checks, ten inspections, and two servicing
tasks.
After a review of the available documentation, it was determined that additional information
is required in order to substantiate the need for, or the possible deletion of, some of the
requirements. These areas of concern are:
(a) Hazards associated with simultaneously leaking hydrogen and oxygen in a space
environment; how quickly do propellants dissipate in a space environment, and what
combination of leakage rates constitute a hazardous combustible mixture?
Additionally, some leak test requirements may be mission dependent; i.e., because of
the possibility of hydrogen and oxygen combustion, more in-depth leak tests should
be performed for engine starts in close proximity to the engine docking facility, than
in a free space environment.
(b) More information is needed on the dissipation characteristics of water in a space-
based environment to support the engine drying requirements listed in Table 2.
(c) More information is needed on the probability of damage from debris, etc. in orbit
and on the protection the vehicle affords the engine relative to encapsulation.
RI/RD91-145
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(d) Criticality assignments in the FMEA (Ref. 1) dated 2-22-85 should be
reviewed/revisedto reflect thecurrentphilosophiesestablishedafterthe Challenger
incident.(Referto theSSMEFMEA).
This information may be acquiredthroughquantitativemodeling (i.e., item a), or by
performingadditionalqualitativestudies.Acquiringthis informationwasbeyondthescope
of this task.Nevertheless,it is recommendedthat theseissuesbe studiedin subsequent
taskssincetheycouldimpactthedevelopmentandoperationof theICHM system.
Additional documentationsubstantiatingtheseconclusionsis presentedin Appendix1and
include:
PartA - Lists theSSMEOMRSDand/ortheOTVE FMEA failure modereferencesthat
wereusedto establishpre-flight requirements.
PartB - DefinestheFMEA failuremodecriticality assignments.
PartC - Comprehensivelist of SSMEOMRSDcurrentlyusedto processtheSSME/Shuttle
at KSC and alternate landing sites. Entries in the column marked "OTV APPLIC -
FUTURE" will bemadeaftertheenginecomponentdesignbecomesmorefirm.
PartD - Summaryof RL-10prelaunchchecksextractedfrom theRL-10servicemanual.It
is assumed that these requirements are for ground launch activities and are for unmanned
launch operations. This document was superficial and did not contain sufficient detail to
influence the preflights methods study. The summary is provided for information only.
RI/RD 91-145
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SUBTASK 2 - Generation of Range of Possible Preflight Methods
Introduction
The objective of Subtask 2 was to generate automated methods to accomplish the preflight
checkouts identified in Subtask 1. Three sets of methods were generated, each reflecting a
checkout philosophy which progressively relies on more ICHM monitored status checking
of the component and system physical status, and less on component dynamic functional
tests. The three levels of ICHM sophistication are reflected in the means by which the
required data are remotely obtained. The methods include the following:
(1) Preliminary power-up where the engine is fired for a short time (tankhead idle and a
brief transition to pump idle). This represents the lowest level of ICHM
sophistication.
(2) Automated component pre-cycling where critical portions of the engine are physically
cycled and monitored (such as pressurizing lines and spinning turbopumps). This
represents an intermediate level of ICHM sophistication.
(3) Automated static checkout where the sensors and operational data history are
sophisticated enough to indicate engine integrity and readiness to fire without the need
to cycle any part of the engine. This is the ultimate goal for preflight checkouts.
Preliminary Power-up
The preliminary power-up technique assumes required information is obtained through
system operation. System conditions during the preliminary power-up phase permit
detection of critical failures without catastrophic results, and subsequently permit safe
shutdown of the engine. However, stress and pressure related potential failures might not
be detectable. The engine system modes of operation which occur as part of the preliminary
power-up phase include prestm% engine start, tank head idle, and pump idle mode. A brief
description of each mode is provided below.
(1) Prestart: The controller performs a self-test and checkout of the ICHM. At the end of
this phase, system temperatures are checked to assure that conditions axe normal for
engine start. A start-enable signal is sent to the vehicle.
RI/RD91-145
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(2) EngineStart:Theinlet valvesareopenedandpropellantsdroppedto themainvalves.
The main fuel valve (MFV) is thenopened.Hydrogenflows through the system,
vaporizes,andentersthemaininjector.Thegaseousoxidizervalveis thenopenedto
circulateoxygenthroughtheGOX heatexchangerandinto the main injector. The
igniter valvesarethenopened,the igniter sparks,andignition is establishedin the
augmentedsparkigniter.This initiatesTankHeadIdle mode.
(3) Tank Head Idle: Operation continues chilldown to thermally condition the engine
system and provide some passive regulation of mixture ratio swings via H2 to 02
heat transfer. Transition to the next phase, pump idle mode, is determined by the
appropriate component and propellant feed temperatures.
(4) Pump Idle: Transition to pump idle begins as the controller opens the turbine shutoff
valve. The main oxidizer valve (MOV) is ramped open approximately 40%. The
oxidizer turbine bypass valve (OTBV) and the turbine bypass valve (TBV) are
ramped closed 92% and 85% respectively. Closure of the turbine bypass valves
increase hydrogen flow through the turbines which initiates pumping. The high
pressure oxidizer pump discharge pressure rises and the gaseous oxidizer valve
(GOV) is closed. Gaseous hydrogen and oxygen pass through the fuel tank check
valve (FTCV), and the oxidizer tank check valve (OTCV) to the respective tanks
elevating tank pressure and NPSH. The injector primes and combustion boosts the
vaporization rate of the fuel in the cooling jacket providing additional power to the
turbines. At the appropriate chamber pressure (approximately 8%), the controller
initiates active control of mixture ratio and chamber pressure.
Advanced Design Recommendations
While determining preflight checkout methods, the possibility of deleting certain checkouts
by incorporating advanced designs was considered. Advanced design features which may
be available for proposed missions include hydrostatic bearings, which exhibit negligible
wear, and welded joints, which reduce the overall number of leakage paths. A more
complete list of advanced design recommendations is presented in Table 3. These features
were not included in the OTVE preliminary design.
RI/RD 91-145
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Advanced Design Features
Recommended To Simplify
Preflight Checkouts
• Welded engine system with the exception
of inlet/outlet turbopump interface joints
• Robust heat exchanger design -
Seamless heat exchanger design
• Robust thrust chamber design
• Hydrostatic bearings
• Addition of labyrinth seals and more
durable seal materials to minimize seal
wear and leakage
Table 3
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Sensors
The type and projected availability of sensors had a significant impact on the preflight
checkout methods which were ultimately recommended. Where applicable, both current
and advanced sensors were considered in the various approaches. Current ICHM sensor
requirements were defined in the concurrent Task E.6 - ICHM Definition study (Ref. 7).
These current ICHM measurements identified in E.6 are presented in Table 4.
Advanced sensor availability for the Lunar and Mars missions is shown in Table 5.
Advanced sensors for the engine were determined in an earlier technology task (Advanced
Engine Study Task D.1/D.3, Jan. 1986 - Ref. 8). Advanced sensor availability may also
impact the nature of the checkout itself. For example, in the case of turbine wheel/blade
inspection, remotely obtained blade fatigue data coupled with a life prediction model and
trend analysis form the basis for an assessment of turbine condition. This differs from a
manual boroscopic inspection which requires disassembly and does not lend itself to simple
automation.
Groundrules and Assumptions
The groundrules as specified by NASA in the contract were:
(1) Hydrogen/oxygen expander cycle
(2) Space based
(3) Man Rated
(4) Designed for 100 starts/4 hours of operation (safety factor = 4)
(5) No EVA available for preflight checks
(6) Start cycle - tankhead start (providing propellant settling and chilldown of
components for thermal conditioning), pumped idle operation required for
autogeneous tank pressurization
(7) Preflight Checkout Technology development to readiness level 6
RI/RD 91-145
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Current Technology
ICHM Measurements
• Static Pressure
• Static Temperature
• Flow (Turbine flowmeter)
• Speed
• Modulating Valve Displacement (continuous)
• Shutoff Valve Displacement (on/off)
• Acceleration
Table 4
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Additionalgroundrulesadoptedwhichwerenotspecificallystatedin thecontractwere:
(1) Thefollowing launchscenarioswereapplicable:
(a) Spacestation
(b) Lunarsurface
(c) Martiansurface
(d) Planetaryorbit - selectedasmoststringent
(2) Enginesystemassumptions:
(a) Valvesareelectricallyactuatedwith redundantmotors
(b) Pneumaticsystemconsistsof LOX pump intermediatesealpurge and
injectorshutdownpurge
TheOTV preliminarydesignincorporatedanintermediatesealpurgeon theMK-49 Lox
turbopump.Thepurposeof thispurgeis to assurethatnointermixingof theGH2andLox
occur, thus preventingpotentially dangerouscombustiblemixtures from forming. The
injector shutdownpurgeis performedto expelanyresidualpropellantsfrom theinjector
andcombustionchamber.This processalsois to preventtheaccumulationof apotentially
explosivemixture. In a spacebasedsetting,the residualpropellantswould mostlikely
diffuse rapidly to thesurroundingvacuumof space.A detaileddesignandmasstransfer
analysisneedto beconductedto verify thispreliminaryconclusion.
Methods
The approachtakenin subtask 2 was to generate a range of preflight methods expanding
the NASA suggested approaches into a detailed matrix to satisfy all preflight requirements.
Based on the range of approaches, a preliminary recommendation of a particular approach
for performing each check was made. Several advanced design concepts were also
identified and are recommended to possibly reduce the number of checks. Sensors required
for the preflight checkout approaches were identified and a preliminary assessment was
made on the availability of sensors. A detailed table of the approaches developed in this
subtask is presented in Appendix 2. The table in this appendix includes the approach for
each of the three methods as applied to each preflight check required, the current and
advanced hardware if needed, the recommended approach, and comments.
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A condensedversionof Appendix2 is providedin Table6. This summarypresentsthe
preflightchecksrequiredandtherecommendedapproachfor accomplishingthem.
A brief overviewof theindividualpreflightcheckswill nowbeprovided.
Functional Checks
Of the 14 checks specified, eight are currently automated and in use on operational engine
systems and require little additional technology for implementation. Most are static checks
which are driven by software. Precycling of valve actuators is necessary to assure system
integrity. These engine valves are cycled before the upstream propellant shutoff valves at
the exit of the supply tanks have been opened. Therefore, no propellant flow is required
for this functional check.
Torque checks for all pumps can be performed in a similar manner using the automated
component pre-cycling approach. Because of the extremely small breakaway torque values,
this check may require the development of highly accurate sensors and special checkout
procedures.
The turbopump axial shaft travel check may be substituted with other means of determining
bearing health such as data from the bearing vibrational spectrum to indicate wear. There is
also a possibility of deleting this check based on the use of hydrostatic bearings.
The extendible nozzle travel check will rely on data from any nozzle deployment/retraction
during a previous mission. This is to avoid any additional cycling which may cause undue
wear to the actuator mechanism.
Leak checks
Turbopump and valve seal leakage can be monitored in flight with pressure transducers at
the seal drain cavities. Leakage past valve ball seals can be monitored with external skin
temperature sensors located just downstream of the ball. Valve shaft seal leakage can be
monitored through the port just beyond the dynamic shaft seals.
RI/RD91-145
Preflight Checks and
Recommended Methods
Functional Checks
1. Valve Actuator Check
2. Sensor Checkout/Calibration
3. Pneumatic Component Checkout
4. Operational Sequence Test (FRT)
5. Control System Redundancy Verification
6. Controller Memory Verification
7. Controller Pressurization Verification
8. HPOTP Torque Check
9. HPFTP Torque Check
10. LPOTP Torque Check
11. LPFTP Torque Check
12. Turbopump Axial Shaft Travel Check
13. Extendible Nozzle Travel Check
14. Igniter Operation
Leak Checks
1. HPOTP Primary Lox Seal
2. HPOTP Lox/Turbine Drive Gas Seal
3. Oxidizer Inlet Valve and MOV Ball Seals
4. Fuel Inlet Valve and MFV Ball Seals
5. Propellant Valves Primary Shaft Seals
6. Pneumatic Control Assembly Internal Seals
7. Heat Exchanger Coil Leak Test
8. Heat Exchanger Coil Proof Test
9. Thrust Chamber Assembly Outer Walls
10. Combustion and Propellant System Joints
* A = Preliminary power-up I
B = Component Precycling I
C = Automatic Static Checkout I
(Detailed description of approaches in Appendix 2)
Table 6
Page 16
Method*
B
C
C
B
C
C
C
B
B
B
B
C
B
B
Method*
C
C
C
C
C
C
B
B
C
C
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Preflight Checks and Recommended
Methods (continued)
Inspections
1. Exterior of Components for Damage/Security, etc. C
2. TIC Assembly for Evidence of Coolant Passage Blockage C
3. HPFTP Turbine Wheel/Blades for Cracks, Fatigue and Damage C
4. HPOTP Turbine Wheel/Blades for Cracks, Fatigue and Damage C
5. LPFTP Turbine Wheel/Blades for Cracks, Fatigue and Damage C
6. LPOTP Turbine Wheel/Blades for Cracks, Fatigue and Damage C
7. HPOTP Bearings for Damage C
8. TIC Assembly Injector Faceplate, Igniter, and Lox Post Tips C
for Erosion, Burning, and Contamination
9. Gimbal Bearings and TVC Attach Points for Evidence of B
Bearing Seizure and Fatigue
10. Heat Exchanger for Cracks, Evidence of Wear, and Damage C
Servicing Tasks Method*
1. Combustion Zone Drying B
a. Igniter Valves
b. Pc Sensors
2. HPOTP Lox/l"urbine Drive Gas Seal Pre-Start Purge B
* A = Preliminary power-up I
B = Component Precycling I
C = Automatic Static Checkout I
(Detailed description of approaches in Appendix 2)
Method*
Table 6 (continued)
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Theheatexchangeris difficult to leakchecksincesmallinternalleakageis difficult to detect
remotely.Smallundetectableleaksmaydevelopinto significantlylarger leaksduring full
poweroperation;actualheatexchangeroperatingconditionsmaybedifficult to simulate.A
highly robustheatexchangerdesignisrecommendedasameansof deletingthischeck.
Hot gassystemleaksmaybedifficult to detectsinceno throatplug is available.Remotein-
flight leak detectiontechniquespresenta viable option. Someleakagepathscould be
eliminatedby weldingcombustionsystemjoints.
Inspections
Remotehighresolutionvisualtechniquesandthermallysensitivesurfacecoatings(for the
detection of hot spots) is a viable solution for exterior inspections.However, these
techniquesmaybedifficult to implementinsideof themaincombustionchamberbecauseof
inaccessibilityandincompatibilityof thecoatingwith combustionproducts.
Turbinerotatingelementinspectioncanbeaccomplishedby monitoringblade/discfatigue
and bearingwear. The blade/discfatigue canbe inferred from historical thermal data
provided by optical pyrometers. Damageand fatigue is a function of both thermal
transientsand extendedexposureto elevatedtemperaturewhile underdynamic stress.
Wearof the roller elementbearingsfeaturedin theOTVE preliminary designwould be
monitored by isotopic wear detectorsand fiberoptic deflectometers. Exhaustplume
analysismayalsobeusedto detectdegradation.
Condition of the gimbal bearingandThrust VectorControl (TVC) attachpoints canbe
deletedby usingrobustgimbalbearingdesign.
Servicing tasks
Drying of igniter and Pc sensors may not be required in a vacuum, but if needed, can be
accomplished with an inert gas purge.
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SUBTASK 3 - Issues and Benefits
The objective of Subtask 3 was to identify the issues and benefits associated with the range
of automated preflight checkout methods developed in subtask 2. This task served the
purpose of identifying technology areas and potential approaches for automating preflight
checkouts, while providing a basis for more detailed preflight method definition studies.
The approach taken is illustrated in Figure 1. Each preflight checkout method was viewed
as a composite of (1) the general approach and methodology of each suggested method,
(2) the sensors which provide the required data, and (3) any alternate component designs
considered to simplify or eliminate that particular preflight requirement. By viewing
preflight checkouts in this manner, issues and benefits of each suggested method for
satisfying preflight requirements were thoroughly identified.
As described above, three general approaches were considered in satisfying each preflight
requirement. These approaches included preliminary power up, automated component
precycling, and automated static checkout. Issues and benefits relating to each of these
approaches were identified in a general sense as well as specifically in the context of the
preflight requirements they satisfy. Issues and benefits were also identified for each sensor
considered for preflight checkouts and for any alternate design recommendation where
applicable. Where feasible, issues were categorized into space basing issues, vehicle /
infrastructure issues, and system issues.
The results of subtask 3 are contained in Appendix 3 where a complete set of issues and
benefits are presented. Part A of Appendix 3 identifies general issues and benefits for each
of the three approaches listed above, Part B considers the range of methods suggested for
satisfying each preflight requirement. Each entry in part B contains references to other
applicable issues and benefits, specifically, issues relating to the general approach used
(i.e., preliminary power up, component precycling, or static check), sensors and hardware
considered for that particular method, and related alternate design recommendations where
applicable. Preflight requirements that would be impacted by alternate design
recommendations include heat exchanger leak checks and inspections, turbopump bearing
checkouts, and hot gas system checkouts. ICHM sensor/hardware issues are identified in
part C, and alternate design issues are discussed in part D of Appendix 3.
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The scope of the methods presently used for satisfying preflight requirements will need to
change as a result of the advanced ICHM sensors being considered. This applies
particularly to visual inspections and leak checks - two of the most commonly practiced
means of determining flight readiness - which would not be feasible in space using
conventional ground based methods. Flight readiness assessments made on the basis of an
operational history data base seem to be the simplest and safest approach, yet critical issues
still need to be resolved. Of particular importance is a means to adequately monitor
degradation of certain components during idle periods in space.
The issues identified for each automated preflight method reflected the current state of
ICHM technology based on inputs provided by Rocketdyne experts. As ICHM
development continues, some issues will be resolved while others will surface. Based on
the evolving nature of the ICHM system and that of chemical transfer propulsion in
general, it is recommended that this task be revisited as the ICHM definition f'u'rns.
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SUBTASK 4 - Technology Readiness Assessment
In subtask 4, the technology readiness levels of the three preflight checkout methods
defined in subtask 2 were evaluated. These are the preliminary power-up, automated
component precycling, and automatic static checkout methods. Appendix 4 lists the 36
individual checkouts identified in subtask 1 to be accomplished by these methods for a
successful preflight complete engine checkout. Appendix 4 also lists the sensors required
for each of the three methods to complete these tests. Although the methods are
fundamentally different, in many cases they use the same means to evaluate engine
conditions. This table also gives the technology readiness of each of the sensors, allowing
easy determination of overall method technology readiness as a sum of component
readiness. The sensor readiness levels for the first six sensors were obtained from
previous ICHM studies. Technology readiness rationales for the remaining seven sensors
were established in conjunction with current E.6 efforts. A summary of the type and
number of sensors used for each of the three methods is provided in Table 7.
Appendix 4 includes many checkout tasks from subtask 1 for which sensors were not
required or are not applicable. Of those, the following checkout tasks do not require
sensors: 1.2, 1.5, 1.6, 1.14, 4.1 and 4.2.
For steps 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6, the turbine wheel and blade checks, there is no way at
present to satisfactorily determine wear or damage using the automated component
precycling method. In this case either the statistical techniques of the automated static
checkout, application of a low life limit, or a preliminary power-up would have to be used
to determine the turbine readiness.
It should be noted that components other than sensors needed for these methods are not
included in Appendix 4. Among them are the engine controller, automation and control
software, and a pressurized inert gas system for the precycling approach. These
components, although integral parts of the preflight methods, are extensions of current,
proven elements assumed to already exist in the engine system. They will, nevertheless,
require significant development to incorporate the specific preflight functions and will be
included in the overaU method readiness assessment.
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Table 8 gives three indexesto showthe level of technologyreadinessfor eachof the
methods. The averagereadinesslevel of the sensorsfor eachmethodalong with the
minimum level of sensorreadinessis shown. The overall systemreadinessfor each
methodis alsogivenwith thefollowing rationales:
Preliminary. Power-up: Level 5. There are many procedures performed to date which
demonstrate elements of this method. Current engines such as the SSME and RS-27 are
test fh-ed before vehicle installation to check engine operation and performance against
nominal values. The SSME block two controller performs a similar checkout of all
systems without starting the engine before each fh"ing. The J-2 was also fh-ed, shut down
and then fired again in an environment similar to that of a space based engine. In addition,
the proposed advanced sensors have been demonstrated in ground tests. Together with
component refinement, the efforts remaining are systems integration and validation.
Automated Component Precycling: Level 4. As with the previous method, all sensors
have been ground tested in some form, but require varying degrees of further development.
Evaluating engine readiness using cold flow tests is presently performed on components in
preassembly ground tests only. This method would require the design of a substantially
larger pressurized gas system with accompanying valves, engine ports and control system
plus the design of a shaft drive mechanism.
Automatic Static Checkout: Level 4. This method is presently performed on most engines
using available sensors; the only difference being the checkout is not done on board the
vehicle. Measurements are remotely checked against the family of data for that engine type,
and when possible against that engine's own previous data. Automating and moving these
functions to the controller and further developing the designated sensors are efforts yet
required to implement this method.
Table 8. Method
Preliminary Power Up
Automated Component
Pre-c_,clin_
Automatic Static
Checkout
Average Sensor
Readiness
5.0
Readiness Assessment
Minimum Sensor
Readiness
4
Overall System
Readiness
5
4 4
4 4
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SUBTASK 5 - Remaining Development Cost for Automated
Preflight Checkout Methods
This section describes the remaining development cost for each of the three preflight
checkout categories; i.e., (1) Preliminary power-up (engine fired for short time), (2)
Automated pre-cycling (cycling certain individual engine components without firing the
engine), and (3) Automated static checkout (without cycling or hot firing engine).
"Remaining" costs are understood to cover those costs which are required to bring the
sensors and associated computer hardware and software to Technology Readiness Level 6,
and to develop and demonstrate the entire automated preflight checkout process and system
in a test bed engine (AETB). Activities which lead to a space flight ready system
(Technology Readiness Level 7), i.e., qualification and reliability demonstration of the
integrated automated preflight checkout system are excluded from the development cost
reported in this section. Technical Readiness Levels definitions are listed in Table 9.
Groundrules and Assumptions
For definition purposes, "preflight checkout" was defined as that part of a space-based
mission timeline which encompasses both engine preflight condition and engine postflight
condition assessment. The mission time difference between postflight and preflight may be
short, several days, or long, a year or more. Both checkout conditions will draw heavily
on data accumulated by the ICHM during the actual flight phase. These data are assumed
to be stored and processed by a ground-based maintenance data base. Table 10 lists
additional operational requirements above those mentioned in Subtask 2 which implicitly
affect the automated preflight checkout method development program and cost. Table 11
lists all other groundrules and assumptions used in establishing the cost estimates.
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Technology Readiness Levels: Definition
Level 7
Level 6
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
System validation model demonstrated in
space; system ready for space-based
applications
System validation model demonstrated in
simulated environment; test of an
equivalent of the final system configuration
Component and/or breadboard
demonstrated in relevant environment
Component and/or breadboard
demonstrated in laboratory
Analytical and experimental
proof-of-concept for critical function and/or
characteristic; conceptual design test
Technology concept/application formulated;
conceptual design drafted
Basic principles observed and reported
Table 9
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Important Operational Requirements
• Fail operational/fail safe
• High reliability
• Service free life for 100 starts and four hours
• Entire engine is Orbital Replacement Unit
(ORU), except: sensors can be replaced at
space base by EVA or robotic
• Extendable nozzle
• 10:1 to 20:1 continuously throttleable
Table 10
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Costing Groundrules and Assumptions
Development program covers all phases of
automated preflight checkout from advanced
sensor development to system validation in
terrestrial simulation of actual flight environment
in advanced expander test bed (AETB).
Development program includes the cost of a
comprehensive maintenance data base, though
this data base will also be required for the flight
parameter data analysis.
• Already spent technology acquisition costs for
sensors and software not considered (relatively
small sunk costs).
• All costs in 1991 constant dollars.
Sensor, software and computer costs are
incremental above those reported in Task E.6 for
a minimal ICHM system ($46M).
• All costs are Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM),
based on analogies, parametrics and expert
information, not on detailed program schedules
and manpower Ioadings.
Table 11
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Approach
There are many alternative preflight checkout development programs possible since three
candidate checkout methods have been identified, for 36 measurement parameters with
several sensor alternatives of different technology readiness levels. In order to reduce this
large number of possible development programs to a manageable size, the following
approach was taken, illustrated in Figure 2. Two engine design alternatives were
postulated:
(1) An advanced engine is optimized for space based operations and as many design
precautions as possible have been taken to minimize the necessary amount of preflight
condition monitoring. These include, e.g., hydrostatic bearings on both turbopumps,
an external tubular, seamless, weldless heat exchanger and welded engine component
interfaces. This approach assumes a design philosophy which is analogous to that of
the ALS booster engine concept, i.e., optimization of the engine design with respect
to operability with performance as a close but secondary design criterion. It was
further assumed that two approaches are feasible: one maximizing the use of current
state-of-the-art sensors, the second one maximizing the use of advanced sensors.
Current sensors may be somewhat limited in their attributes such as life expectancy,
drift characteristics, reliability, repeatability, measurement directness, etc. Advanced
sensors will have improved such attributes. In addition, non-intrusiveness and new
direct measurement capabilities, as described in the previous section of this report and
in the appendices, will be available.
(2) The engine is not optimized for space base operations, but rather a modification of a
ground based engine (such as an RL-10 derivative). It may have features like ball or
roller bearings, a heat exchanger with welds in the coils, and flanged engine
component interfaces. This design approach necessitates a maximum amount of
preflight checkout operations. As in Alternative (1), it was also assumed that either a
maximum number of current sensors, or a maximum number of advanced sensors
can be used. In this design approach, the engine will need some modifications to
accommodate the turbopump spin-up for preflight torque measurement, and for
checking turbopump seals with inert gas.
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Figure 3 presentsthe "building blocks" of a generic developmentprogram for the
automatedpreflightcheckoutmethods.Thedevelopmentcostof eachbuilding block was
determined. For the casein which advancedsensorsareused,theprogram startswith
sensordevelopmentto advancethe sensortechnologiesto readinesslevel 6, system
validationmodeldemonstratedin simulatedenvironment,i.e.,onelevelbeforevalidationin
space.Parallelwith thesensortechnology,thecomputerhardwareandsoftwarehasto be
developed.Thecomputerhardwareincludesmemoryandprocessorsin additionto those
identified for flight parametermeasurementsin Task E.6. The software includes the
processinglogic and algorithmsfor the preflight checkoutsensors,and a (presumably
groundbased)centralizedmaintenancedatabasefor enginehistory information. It will
accumulateall flight, preflightandpostflightdata,andwill beusedfor trendanalysisand
statisticalprocesscontrol techniquesasthebasisfor maintenanceactions. Thesoftware
costsweredeterminedasthosein additionto TaskE.6softwarecosts.Thecostestimates
of TaskE.6did not includedevelopmentof acentralizedmaintenancedatabase.
Sensorsandsoftwarehaveto beintegratedinto apreflightcheckoutsystemand"tested"in
anengine.This canbebestaccomplishedfirst in a "SoftSimulation"(i.e., analytical)task.
In this task all engine parametersand sensorparameterswill be simulated by time
dependent functions and algorithms. This could be performed with support of
Rocketdyne's transient engine performance model which encompassesanalytical
representationof engine hardware. Engine componentand sensorfailures can be
introducedinto a MonteCarlo-typesoft simulationin orderto understandthe time and
functionalinterdependenciesof thesensor/software/enginecomponentsystem.
The next set of activities, shown in parallel in Figure 3, are "Hard Simulation" and
"Integrated Sensor/Computer System Brassboard Simulation." The Hard Simulation of
engine components and preflight checkout sensors involves instrumenting real engine
components with real sensors required for preflight checkout, and testing the engine
components by flow testing (turbopumps, valves, pneumatic subsystem) or hot firing
(main combustion chamber with nozzle, gimbal/TVC). Vibration testing (shaker table) may
also be required. The engine components should be of flight configuration, but need not be
the same as those for an OTVE or STVE. These component and sensor tests will be
performed using six separate component brass boards and will establish the viability of the
sensors in an engine component environment.
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The next task, "Integrated Sensor/Computer System Brassboard Simulation" includes real
sensors and processors, prototype software and a suitable existing computer platform. The
engine components will be simulated by digital or analog signals driving the sensors or
processors. This simulation will address systems aspects of the automated preflight
checkout method, sensor time behavior, real processor characteristics, data base
functioning, etc.
The final task of the development program consists of instrumenting an engine with
sensors, integrating all preflight checkout sensors, software and computer with the engine
and flight ICHM system, and statically hotfifing the engine (e.g. the Advanced Expander
Test Bed [AETB]). Successful completion of this task will establish the system validation
in simulated (i.e. ground) environment. For this task, only that cost was estimated which
is due to contractor instrumentation, software and systems engineering support, while
engine testing costs (both labor, hardware and propellants) are assumed to be government
furnished.
Sensor reliability demonstration and qualification of the engine/sensor/computer/software
system are considered to be outside technology level 6 and constitute necessary tasks for
advancing to level 7. The costs of these tasks were, therefore, not determined.
Figure 4 is a generic program schedule for the preflight checkout method tasks discussed
above, to establish the timeframe of activities. Development costs were based on this
schedule. The schedule (4 years to f'u'st AETB test) is consistent with a reasonably paced
development program and would allow time for integration of the automated preflight
checkout system with an engine ready for an Initial Operating Capability (IOC) near the end
of the decade.
Development Program Cost Evaluation
After dividing the development program into 7 tasks, the cost of each task was determined
separately, based on parametrics, analysis, modification of Task E.6 costs and some
preliminary manpower loading estimates.
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The logic for sensor development costs is as follows: Current technology ICHM sensors
(see Table 4) need a minimum of development, and a nominal cost of $0.5M was assumed
for the sum of all sensors. This was based on the cost estimate provided in Task E.6.
Advanced sensors (see Appendix 4) currently at a technology level of 4 were estimated to
require $1M for each type to bring them to level 6. Sensors currently at level 5 were
estimated to require $0.5M for each type to bring them to level 6. These approximate,
averaged costs were based on extensive discussions with instrumentation experts.
The development rationales for the other tasks shown in Figure 2, plus required engine
modifications for Category 2 (component precycling), are listed in Table 12. The costs of
the individual development tasks are summarized in Table 13.
Development Program Costs for Each Preflight Checkout Method
As discussed previously, the preflight development costs were determined for two
alternatives: (1) an advanced design engine optimized for space based operations, and (2)
an engine with minimum modifications to an existing ground based engine.
(1) En_ne Optimized for Space Basing
For this alternative, the design assumptions shown in Table 3 are presumed to be
incorporated into the engine. The following engine preflight checkout requirements
can be eliminated (see also Table 2):
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Summary of Development Cost
Elements by Task*
Sensor Development
Delta Software Development
Maintenance Data Base • Optimized engine
• Not optimized engine
Process Software • Optimized engine
• Not optimized engine
Delta Computer Hardware Development
Soft Simulation
Hard Simulation
Integrated Sensor/Computer System Brassboard
OTVE Modification (for Cat. 2 only)
AETB Test Support
(MS, 91 )
0.5 to 8.0
2.4
3.6
2.5
0.7
8.0
4.0
2.3
2.4
* These costs are not additive. The proper elements are combined for
4 different cases as shown in Table 14.
Table 13
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• FunctionalChecks
• HPOTPTorqueCheck
• HPFTPTorqueCheck
• LPOTPTorqueCheck
• LPFTPTorqueCheck
• Turbopumpaxialshafttravel
• LeakChecks
• HPOTPPrimaryLox Seal
• HPOTPLox/TurbineDrive GasSeal
• HeatExchangeCoil LeakTest
• HeatExchangeCoil ProofTest
• ComponenI Interface Joints (but not .¢,.Rgillg,!_rdlJ_ fluid interfaces)
• Inspections
• HPOTP Bearings for Damage
• Heat Exchanger for Cracks, Evidence of Wear and Damage
• Servicing Tasks - None to be eliminated
(2) En_ne not Optimized for Space Basing
This assumes that an engine with a basically ground based design concept, such as
the current RL-10, is used for space based operations. In this instance, all or most of
the 36 preflight checkout parameters listed in Table 2 need to be addressed.
The development program costs for the two engine design alternatives are summarized in
Table 13 The total program costs range from about $26M to $35M. This range is
relatively small due to the fact that a large part of the costs are contained in software,
hardware simulation and brassboard efforts which were assumed to be basically invariant
to the selection of particular sensor concepts. Software costs for engines which are
optimized for space basing are different than those for engines not optimized for space
basing. The maintenance data base software for non-optimized engines was assumed to be
30% larger, and the process software 50% larger compared to those for optimized engines.
The 30% increase is due to the larger amount of sensors and the associated larger data base
requirement for maintenance. The 50% increase is also partly due to the higher amount of
sensors, and partly because of the additional more complex process logic requirements. A
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moredetaileddevelopmentprogramanalysis,however,may showmoredifferentiation,
especiallywith regardto sensoralgorithmsoftware.Thecaseswhichuseadvancedstate-
of-the-artsensorsaremorecostly thanthosewith existingqualifiedsensors;however,the
capability,quality andreliability of thepreflight checkoutinformationis also higherfor
thesecases.Theuseof currentstate-of-the-artsensorsmayleadto higheroperatingcosts
(dueto lower sensorlife andreliability expectations)andto lowerquality information(due
to morerelianceon trendanalysisinsteadof directmeasurements).
PreflightcheckoutCategory2 (automatedprecycling)for engineswhich arenotoptimized
for spacebaseoperationsmayintroducesubstantialreliability andsafetyissuesconnected
with the addition of valves, lines, inert gastanks,etc. which may degradethe overall
reliability andsafetyandmayalsoleadto largerlife cyclecosts.
All developmentprogramcostsshownin Table 14are in addition to thosewhich were
givenfor TaskE.6,aspreviouslynoted.
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Appendix 1
OTVE Preflight Requirements
(References)
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Part B
BASIC FAILURE MODE EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY
Criticality
Number Enqine Effect Vehicle Effect Mission Effect
Major uncontained damage to an
engine subsystem or component
resulting in widespread engine
damage.
Significant contained damage to
a vital engine subsystem or
component sufficient to render
it inoperative or its continued
operation hazardous.
Significant damage
to adjacent equip-
ment and/or vehicle
probable.
Damage to adjacent
equipment or
vehicle highly
improbable.
3 Performance degradation or None
notable damage to component/
subsystem. Continued opera-
tion conditionally acceptable.
4 Minor Failures fully tolerated None
by continued operation at an
acceptable hazard level. Minor
propellant leakage from flanged
joints.
5 Nuisance failures. None
Mission abort( l )
Low probability of vehi-
cle loss, crew death or
injury
Mission abort( l )
Mission abort( l)
Conditionally dependent
Delay until resolved at
mission start
Correct at next routine
maintenance
ICHM MODIFIED FAILURE MODE EFFECTS AND CRITICALITY
Criticality
Number Enqine Effect Vehicle Effect Mission Effect
A Safe shutdown of engine before None Mission abort( 1 )
uncontained damage results.
B Safe shutdown of engine before None Mission abort( l )
significant contained damage
results.
Reduced power level operation. None
D Parallel or standby redundant None
system assumes function; normal
engine operation continues.
Mission abort(l)
Conditionally dependent
Delay until resolved at
mission start
(l) Mission abort for criticality l through 3 and A through C failures applies only on outbound
phases prior to OTV payload disposition. After abort, emphasis is placed on safe return of
the vehicle/crew regardless of payload disposition.
NOTE: Basic failure modes requiring multiple failures to produce the specified criticality are
indicated by a suffixed M after the criticality number.
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Appendix 2
OTV Automated Preflight
Methods- Approaches
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Appendix 3
Issues and Benefits of Preflight
Methods
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Part A - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - General Approach Descriptions
Approach
Preliminary
Power.up
Automated
Component
Pre-cycllng
Automated
Static
Checkout
rprefl ght
Checkout
Issues and Benefits
Space Basing Vehicle/infrastructure Engine system
issues:
• Deployment of vehicle may
result, particularly if prelfight
checks occur while vehicle is in
orbit,
• DeterminatiorVresolubon of
problems too late to avoid missing i
launch window.
• Addifional checkout hardware
i will have to be designed to
withstand the space environment
for long durations
Benefits:
• Minimum maintenance
requiremenL
issues:
• Additional checkout hardware
will have to be designed to
withstand the space environment
for long durations
Greatest maintenance
requirements
Benefits:
• Degradabon during space
storage evaluated.
Issues:
• Condition monilonng sensors
willhave to be designed to
w_thstand the space environment
for long durations.
• Degradation of components
during dow1111me just pnor to
pren_ght check must be
considered in historical database,
• Additional checkout hardware
will have to be designed to
withstand the space environment
for tong durations
Benefits:
• Minimum space maintenance,
ISSUES:
• Use of propellants required to
perform checkouts.
• Additions/propellent may be
required to recover the vehicle if
deployed unintentionally.
• Short fire-up period required -
possibly several seconds.
Bonoflts:
• No requirement for sophisticated
condition monitoring sensors and
historical data base.
|esuee:
• Allowable vehicle payload
impacted by the weight and
volume of mechanical end
oleclricel hardware required for
emulsbng dynamic conditions
This includes s large supply of
xessurized inert gas.
Benefits:
- To Be Determined
Issues:
• I:b_quiras extensive data mass
storage capabilities which may
impact the allowable vehicle
payload due to weight and
volume.
• F),e<luires the most soghisbcetad
integrated control and health
monitoring system of all
apo'osches suggested.
Benefits:
• Remaining life prediol_n based
on accurate analytloal me.ads
and life Wedicbon models.
• Possibly more rapid checkout
sdKluence since performed
statically.
issues:
• Start transient conditions are
severe. May cause damage to
system. Minor damage detectable
by other means may otherwise
Wopogate.
• May reduce the life of some
components due to additional hot
firing.
Benefit=:
• Actual hot-fira conditions for
realistic assessment of engines
readiness to fire.
• Praliminary power-up approach
is part of routine engine start
procedure prior to mission.
Therefore, this approach can be
used redundsntJy no matter
which preflight checkout
apprcech is selctad.
l leauee:
• Addibonal hardware may reduce
the reliability of the engine and
possibly result in additional failure
modes.
Benefits:
• inert conditions for checkouts.
• Assessment pared on actual
cycling of components.
Issues:
• Many sensors w_ll be required for
an accurate assessment of
engine readiness to fire.
• Many cendltlon monitoring
sensors are necessarily
intrusive
• Sensers will require • high
degree of scuracy and reliability
for cornpie_e condibon
I assessments.
Benefits:
• Corrponent life not impacted by
checkout approach since no
¢ompommts are cycled.
Comments
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks
CHECKOUT APPROACH iSSUES AND BENEFITS
a. Prelim power-up Banallta:
• See refereflces
1, Valve actuator
Chock
2, Sensor
chock/calibration
P_e83
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
eL Prelirn+ power-up
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c Automated
static
hla uss:
• Requires power consumption for actuation
Benefit,."
• Al:_oe, ch can demonstrate ful_ rar_ge of actuator
operation
leauae:
• Does not adequately assess degreda_n during
idle period.
• cannot address full range of actuator operation
Ben=fits:
•Requires air,mat power _nau_n
IIISUelII :
• High risk llprosch to sensor chock _ calibration.
• Low level power-up may not provide sufSclenlly
stable operation to allow sensor caJibration.
Benefits:
• provides complete end-to-end sensor system
checkout
• Provides mechanical input required to check
dynamic sensors,
laauas;
• Check of dynamic sensors (speed, torque,
acceleration, verve posbon,etc.) requires additional
complexity of actual_on systems and power
consumption.
Benefits:
• Provides compiet9 end-fo-end sensor checkout
laeuse:
• Only checks sensor elements for continuity, does
not identify all sensing element proI_.
Ben=fit=:
• Provides sufficient level of confidence for the
operational requirements of most systems
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• preliminary Pews( up
SensorsfHardwara
• Resolve_ Position sensor
• Eddy current position sensor
Alternate Design Ra ommendationa
• rt/a
General Approaches
i • Automated component precycling
San=era/Hardware
• Resolvef Position sensor
• Eddy currant portion sere, or
Alternate Design Recommendation=
.rYe
General Approaches
I • Automated static check
Sensors/Hardware
• Reserver Position sensor
• Eddy current position sersor
Altsrnats Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Preliminary Power up
Sensors/Hardware
• rye
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Automated component We-cycling
Sensors/Hardware
,rYe
Alternate Dealgn Recommendations
• r,/a
General Approaches
• Auton_tad Static check
Seneors/Hsrdwa re
-rVs
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Ns
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT
3. Pneu mat_c
Component
checkout
4. Operational
sequence test
APPROACH
a. Prelim. power-up
b. Automated p¢e-
cycling
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
Benefits:
• Provides most comolete checkout of system
c. Automated
static
e. Prelim. power-up
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
leeusa:
• Funcbonsl checkout requires power consumpbon
for valve actuation.
Benefits:
• provides excellent functional checkout of
pneumal¢ valves arid actuaimors.
leIUIS:
• Only provides parbal system checkout
Benefits:
• Minimum power consumpbon required
Benefits:
• Provides most cornl_ete checkout of system
IIIUll:
• Requires power consumption for valve sctuatJon
Benefits:
• Provides most complete checkout with minimid
risk to engine or vehicle
leeues:
• Does not provide complete checkout of system
Benefits:
• Requires minimal power consump_on
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Prelin'¢nary Power up
Sensors/Hardware
• Pressure Transducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYe
General Approaches
• Automated C.c.'nponent pfecycting
Sensors/Hardware
. Pressure _'ansducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYe
General Approaches
• Automated static check
Sensors/Hardware
• Pressure I_ensducer
Alternate Design Recommendation=
• rYe
i General Approaches
• Preliminary Pow_ up
Sensors/Hardware
• Resolver Pos_bon sensor
• Eddy current posibon sensor
• Pressure I_ensducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Autornated component precycling
Sensors/Hardwa re
Reso4ver Posil)on sensor
Eddy current positron sensor
• Pressure _snsducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Automatecl stabc check
Sensors/Hardware
• Reso4ver Posibon sensor
• Eddy current p<_bon sensor
, • Pressure _'snsducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• 11/8
:OMMENTS
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT
5 Control systems
redundancy check
6 Controller
memory
verification
APPROACH
eL Prehm. power-up
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c Automa_l
static
a. Prelim, power-up
b Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
ISSUES:
• High nsk to engine to invesbgate system
redundancy during engine opera_on
Benefits:
• See references
Not Applicable
Issues:
• Allows verification of electrical systems only
Benefits:
Provides high !evel of confidence in system w_
minimal risk
Not Applicable
: Not applicable
ISIUSI:
• Past history data not required
Benefits:
Simpk) eieclricaJ check providing high level of
confidence for safe opembon
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Preliminary Power up
Sensors/Hardware
,rl/8
Alternate
• n/a
Design Recommendations
COMMENTS
General Approaches
• Automated smbc check
Sensors/Hardware
• rVa
Alternate Design Recommendations
rVs
General Approaches
• Automated sts_ checkout
Sensors/Hardware
• n/a
Alternate Design Recommendations
n/a
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT
7. CanCeller
pressurization
verification
8. HPOTP torque
check
9. HPFTP _rque
check
10.LPOTPTorque
check
:APPROACH
aL Prelam. power-up
' b. Automated Ixe-
cycling
c. Automated
static
a. Prelim. power-up
b. Automated we-
cycling
=c. Automated
static
11.LPFTP torque
check,
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
leeuee:
• Power-up not required - Simple static check may
be performed without firing engino.
Beneflt=:
• see references
Not Applicable
leauea:
• Past history data may not be applicable here.
Simple static check may be all that is required.
Benefits:
• Simple pressure check is edequal_,
I IIIUII:
•Breekaway torque can't be measured at spin-up or
;)ower days.
Benefits:
• could provide excellent condil]on evaluation with
woper inst;'umentation.
leauee:
Highly sensitive torquemeter required Ior
measurement of small brsekaway torque.
• Remote s_n system would likely be heavy.
complex, end require significant power
consumption.
Benefits:
• ,Salestmethed _rprov_i_ dynamice_lue_n_
_mpws_ms.
IIIUII:
• Not e complete system checkout
• Requires extenaNe statistical data bess to justify
the use of this approach
Benefits:
• Provides lightesL simplest checkout with little
power consumption
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
,General Approaches
i • Prelimmary power up
Seneors/Hardware
• Pressure _'ansducer
Alternate Delign Recommendations
• We
n/a
General Approaches
• Automated stal]¢ checkout
Bensors/Hardware
, Pressure tTansducar
Alternate Destgn Recommendations
• n/a
General Approaches
• Preliminary power -up
Sensors/Hardware
•Fermrnagnetic torquemeter
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Hydrostatic bearings
General Approaches
• Automaled component precycling
Bensors/Hardware
Far mrnognetc torquemeter
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Hydrostatic bearings
!General Approaches
* • Automated static checkout
Seniors/Hardware
• Ferromngnebc Iorquemeter
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Hydrosteto beenngs
COMMENTS
Modification to _a
turbopump torque
checks would be
required to
accommodate the
use of hydrostabc
bearings. This
applies to all
approaches.
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT
12. axial shaft
trays check
13 extendible
nozzle travel
check
APPROACH
a. Prelim power-up
b, Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
eL Prelim. power-up
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
ISSUES:
• If significant wear present the TIP could be further
damaged during power-up
Benefits:
• Component integrity verified in dynamic hot-fire
environment
issues:
• Extra weight and complexity of meche_cal
actuation system.
Benefits:
• Assesses bearing integrity without T/P rotation
which could result in damage if bearings are worn
Issues:
Axial transJstion during next start transient may
not be predictable from previous firing steady state
bearing vibration sbectrum.
• Requires extensive statistical data base.
Benefits:
• No additional hardware for displacement.
leauee:
• Check may not require power-up - simple position
check during gimballing sequence may be all that is
necessary.
• Risk and propeJlant consumpbon does not justify
added fidelity to nozzle travel check
Beneflte:
• Vibration magnitude at extendible nozzle attach
point may give an accurate assessment of travel
• Provides closest simulation of aclual operating
conditions.
Jaeuee:
Requires robust gimballing mechanism and nozzle
actuator mechnism since full range gimballing
required for checkout purposes.
• requires power consumption for actuation.
Benefits:
• provides greatest confidence for safe operation
for any low risk checkout method.
Jeeuee:
• Does not adequately assess degradation during
idle period.
Benefits:
• low power consumpOen
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
GenaralAppro_hes:
-_i_narypower-up.
; Sensors/Hardware:
• Fiberopbc deflectometer
• Isotol_C weer detector,
Alternate Design Recommendations:
• Hydrostatic bearings,
General Approaches:
• Automated component precycling,
Sensors/Hardware
• Mechanical actuation system.
• Displacement sensor
Attemats Design Recommendations:
• H_/dmstotic bearings
General Approaches:
• Automated static checkouL
Sensor&/Herdwara:
• Fibaroptic deflectometar.
• Isotol=c wear detector.
Alternate Design Recommendations
• H_/drostetic bearir_s.
General Approaches
• Preli_nsry power -up
Sensors/Hardware
• Acceleromete_
• Eddy current posiUon sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Automated Component precycling
Sensors/Hardware
• Acca4erometsr
Eddy current pos_l)on sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• tYa
General Approaches
• Automated stal_¢ checkout
Sensors/Hardware
• Acoelerometar
• Eddy currant po6il_on sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• n/a
COMMENTS
Since gimballing
and nozzle
extension /
retraction will occur
for checkout
purposes, the
actuating and
control
mechanisms for
these processes
should be highly
robust
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Functional Checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT APPROACH
eL Prel,m. power-up
b. Automated pro-
cycling
c. Automated
static
14. igniter
operational check
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
ilsuss:
• _b_) preliminary power up verificabon provides
no advantage over verification during op_at]onal
start-up.
Benefits:
* see reforence_
Issues"
• Igniter must be highly reliable and robust to
accomodeta many checkout cycles.
• spark check requires power conaumpbon
Benefits:
• Allows verificabon of proper system operal_on prior
to intn)ducbon of propellants
Issues:
• Conbnuity end pest history may not provide
complete essessmenL Cycling should be included.
Benefits:
• see references
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
I REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Preliminary power -up
) Sensors/Hardware
• rye
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYe
General Approaches
• Automated component precycling
Sen-,ors/Hsrdws re
• rYe
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYe
General Approaches
• Automated stal_c checkout.
Seniors/Hardware
• rYe
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYa
COMMENTS
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CHECKOUT APPROACH
1. HPOTP primary
Lox seal
8.. Prelim. power-up
b. Automated we-
cycling
c. Autu,=tad
static
a Prelim power-up
b. Automated we-
cycling
c Automated
static
2- HPOTP
intermediate seal
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
Issues"
• Offers no advantage over mor._ring redline
pressure during operation
Benefits:
• see references
Issues:
• increases helium consumption required for normal
seal operation.
Benefits:
• verifies system operation prior to introduction of
propellants
Issues:
• Does not adequately sr,.sess degradation during
idle period
Benefits:
• see references
Issues:
• Past history data provides no advantage over
monitoring redline pressure during operation
Benefits:
• see referenc_
Issues:
• Increeses helium consumption required for normal
seal operation
Benefits:
• Verifies system operation prior to inVoductJon of
propellents
leeuoe:
Does not adequately assess degradation during
idle period,
Beneflte:
• see referenoim
Methods - Leak checks
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Preliminary power -up
Sensors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendation,,
• iVa
General Approaches
• AutorrmiKt component precycling
Sensors/Hardware
• Pressure Irsrmducer
• Turbine flowmeW
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Automated static check
Sensors/Hardware
- Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• n/e
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COMMENTS
General Approaches
• Preliminery power up
SenoorelHardwsre
• Temperate sector
Alternate Design Recommendations
rye
General Approaches
• Automal_l component precycling
Sensors/Hardware
• Preasure Irsneducor
• Turbine flowmeter
Alternate Design Recommendations
• _s
General Approaches
• Autorrmted stabc checkout
Sensors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• n/e
RI/RD 91-145
Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight
APPROACHCHECKOUT
a. Prelirn, power-up
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
Issues:
• Seal integrity cannot be I_oroughly evaluated
during short power-up.
Benefits:
• See referenc4_
3. MOV Ball se_s
4. MFV Ball seals
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
eL Prelim. power-up
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
leeusa:
• Inert gas may not give large enough I_mp
difference to be detected by skin te_p sensors -
cryogenic may be preferable.
• Requirement for extra propellent if cryogenics are
used.
• Difficult to detect small leakage rates due to mild
test ¢ondibons.
Benefits:
• Simple to perform pressure lock-up and monitor
system pressure dace),
issues:
• Past history data does not adequately assess
degradation during idle penod.
Benefits:
• see referencA)6
Issues:
• Nol integrity cannot be b_oroughly ev=,lueted
during preliminary power-up.
Benefits:
• see references
Issues:
• Assumes purge line added downsb'eam of fuel inlet
valve
• Inert gas may not give large enough limp
difference to be detected by skin tornp sensors -
cryogenics may be preferable.
• requirement for exlm propellants if cryogenics ere
used.
• Difficult to detect smell leakage rates
Benefits:
Simple to perform pressure lock-up and monitor
system pressure decay.
Issues:
• Past history does not adequately
degradebon during idle period.
Benefits:
• see relerence_;
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Methods - Leak checks (contd.)
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Preliminary power -up
Sensors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Automated cornoonent precycling
Sensors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rVe
General Approaches
• Automated s=l_ check
Sensors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• 11/8
General Approaches
Preliminary power -up
SeneorslH s rdws re
Temperature sensor
Allernels Design Recommendations
• iV==
General Approaches
• Automa_ component precycling
Sensors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
i Allernele Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Automated static checkout
Sensors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
rye
COMMENTS
RI/RD 91-145
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Leak checks (contd.)
APPROACH
a. Prelim power-up
CHECKOUT
5 Propellant valve
primary shaft seals
!6. Pneumatic
control assembly
internal seals
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
8. Prelim power-up
b Automated pro-
cycling
c Autu[,,=ied
static
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
1lOUIS:
• offers no advantage over assessment ciuring
actual operation
Benefits:
• see references
laiuea:
• Assumes purge line added downstream of fuel inlet!
valve.
• may not be ab4a to detect axceesNe (hazardous)
leakage without full power level condi_ons (flow,
pressure, and temperature)
• Inert gas may not give large enough tamp
difference to be detected by skin tamp sensors
cryogenics may be preferable
• requirement for extra propellants if cryogencs are
used.
Benefits:
• low risk identification of major leeks
IIIUOI:
• Past history data does not edecluately assess
degradation during idJo period
Benefits:
see references
Issues:
• Short firing period may not provide enough time to
detect leakage
• offers no advantage over assessment during
actual oporatmn
Benefits:
• see references
lamuaa:
• Numerous pressure t_snsducers and checkout
valves required to thoroughly check system.
• may not be able to detect low level k=,kage
Benefits:
• _ measurement period may allow small leeks
to be accurately de_.
• low nsk identJfica_on of major leaks
Issues:
• Past history dela does not adequately assess
seal degredaOon during idte period.
Benefits:
• see references
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Prelirn_nsry power -up
Seniors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYe
General Approaches
• Automated component precycling
Sensors/Hardware
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYa
General Approaches
• Automated static check
Sensors/Hardware
• Ternperetura sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
rVa
General Approaches
• Preliminary power -up
Sensors/H = rdwe re
• Pressure transducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• n,'a
General Approaches
• Automated component precycling
Sinners/Hardware
• Pre,csura transducer
Alternate Design Ra©ommendatione
• n/a
General Approaches
AulDmated static checkout
SeneoralHardwa re
• Pressure transducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• nla
COMMENTS
RI/RD 91-145
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Leak checks (contd.)
CHECKOUT APPROACH
7. Heat exchanger eL prelim-power up
coil leak test
8. Heat exchanger
coil proof test
b. automated pre-
cycling
c.Automated
static
a. prelim-power up
b. automated pre-
cycling
c Automated
static
ISSUES AND BENEFITS APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS COMMENTS
REFERENCES
Not app4mable
Issues:
• Complexity. weighL and large quantity of inert gas
required.
• Cannot discern between internal vs external leaks.
• May not detect small leaks which could increase
dudng hot-fire conditions.
Benefits:
• Inert environment provides safe test condit=ons.
• Can detect leaks generated during thermal
D'ans_ent at last engine shutdown (auto sts_c data
may not).
Issues
• Historcal data bese may not be capeble of
predicting sudden catasltophic failures which are
not preceded by shifts on operating parameters,
• SmeJl leeks may not be detscted in this manner,
Benefits:
• No eddi1_onal hardware or inert gas required.
Not applicable.
See previous checkout 7.
Not appIK:able
General Aplxoaches:
• Automated component proctcling.
Sensors/Hardware
• Pressurized inert gas source.
• Pressure transducer.
Alternate Design Recommended:
• Seamless robust heat exchanger design.
GeneraJ Approeches
• Automated stabc checkout
Sensors/Hardwara
• Existing thermocouples and pressure
transducers.
RIJRD 91-145
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Leak checks (contd.)
APPROACHCHECKOUT
9 T/C Assembly
curet walls
10. Combusbon
and propellent
system joints.
a. Prelim. power-up
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
a. Prelim. power-up
b. Automated We-
cycling
c Automated
static
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
Issues:
• Short fir_ng period may not _'ovide enough bee to
detect eakage.
• Performance degrodelJon may no indcate
localized leakage - could be s result of many other
factors.
Benefits:
• Provides reasonable simulabon of opera_ng
themml environmenL
IllUlI:
Throat I_ug required.
System to I:flace and secure throat p_ug would
likely be highly complex and heavy.
Benefits:
• No benefits tD thiS particular approach s_nce
pressurizing the hot gas system is not feasible
However, an opl_el leak detection approQch seems
promising.
Issues:
• Requires development of sensitive optical
hardware and physical degredelmn identification
techniques.
Benefits:
• Leakage from peer operation may be all that is
necessary.
• does not required addilional commodoties or
impose risky operation.
Jleuae:
• Shorl firing period may not provide enough time to
detect leakage.
Beneflll:
Provides reasonable simulation of operating
themlal environment.
Issues:
• Throat plug required.
• System to place and secure throat _ug would
likely be highly complex and heavy.
Benefits:
• No benefits to this particular approach since
pressurizing tim hot gas system is not feasible.
However. an opScal leak detecbon approach seems
pmrrt sing.
liauel:
• Requires development of sensitive optical
h_e.
Benefits:
• Leakage from peer operation may be all that is
necessary
• does not required addiliormJ commodores or
impose risky operation.
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Preliminary powe(-up
Sensors/Hardware
• Opbca[ _ detector
• Pressure Iransducer
• Temperature sensor
• Turbine flowrnet_
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Automated component precycling
Seniors/Hardware
• C_ticat leek detector (for alternate approach)
Alternate Design Recommendation=
• rye
General Approaches
• Automated static checkout
Sensors/Hardware
• Optical leek detector
Alternate Design Recommendations
• f'_a
Genarll Approaches
• Preliminary Power-up
Sensors/Hardware
• Opl_cal leek detector
Alternate De-lgn Recommendations
• Welded combustion and propellant system joints.
General Approaches
Automated component pre-cycling
Sensors/Hardware
Optical leek detector (for alternate approach)
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Welded cornbusbon and propellant system joints
General Approaches
t • Automated steSc check
Sensors/Hardware
• Oplical leek detector
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Welded combusbon end propellant system joints.
COMMENTS
This check could
be performed by
injecting IR
absorbing gas into
liner to visually
detect external
leakage.
Design should
reflect use of
hardware with
)redicatable
degradation
characteristics
which could
augment kmk
detection
techniques,
RURD91-145
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight
CHECKOUT APPROACH
1. Exterior of
components for
damage/security
2. Thrust char_r
assernb_y for
evidence of
coolant passage
blockage.
a. Prelim. power-up
b Auto=reed pre-
cycling
c.Automated
static
a. Pralim. power-up
b Automated pre-
cycling
c.Automated
static
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
Methods- Inspections
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
COMMENTS
not app_iceble
not epplisable
IBeue=:
• Accessibility may be a problem for some interior
components
• requires engine design with optical access
Benefits:
• see references
Jesuee:
• Short fire-up may not be effecbve. Accurate
assessment may require an interval of steady state
operation.
• no advantages over monitoring during actual
operatio_
Benefit=:
• see references
iseuee:
Very high inert gas pressures may be required to
)erforrn check. Implies • r'nassive inert gas tank.
, high gas consumption required to idan_fy
blockages
Benefits:
• low risk method of identJficetJon
Jeeuee:
• Pest history data does not predict sudden, large
scaJe blockage scenarios (i.e. pump seal
fragment=ben, etc.)
Benefits:
In-flight monitoring augmented by b,end analysis
would be ,= simple and accurate approach.
• slow blockage accumulalJon easily predictable and
can be tmckad through opecsfon history.
General Approaches
• Automated static checkout
Seneors/Hsrdwere
• Ren'_ta high resolubon visual
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYe
General Approaches
• Preliminary power-up
Sensors/Hardware
• Pressure Iransducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYe
General Approaches
Automated component precycling
Sensors/Hardware
Pressure Irensducer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rYe
General Approaches
=• Automated stabc checkout
SeneorelHirdwlre
• Pressure _'snsducer
Alternate Design Recommendation=
• rYe
Prefer to eliminate
requirement by
robust design in
comblnal_on with
statistical analysis
techniques to
predict component
life.
RI/RD91-145
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Inspections (contd.)
APPROACHCHECKOUT
3. HPFTP turt_ne
wheel/blades for
creacks, fatigue,
and damage.
4. HPOTP .......
5. LPFTP .......
6. LPOTP .......
7. HPOTP beanngs
Ior damage
_LPreipm. power-up
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
Issuea:
• Short fire-up may not be effective. Accurate
assessment may require an interval of steady state
operation.
• puts engine and vehicle at nsk if problem exists
Benefits:
• Opbcal pyrometer is effective for assessing
turbine health and may be a more mature
technology than axe-electron fatigue det_
- mast effective method of identifying damage.
b. Au[u.mied pre- not apolicabte
cycling
c. Au_u,mled Issues:
static
a.Prelim.power-up
b. Automated pie-
cycling
c. Automated
static
• can only track slow degradation
• Do_ brae degradation may be an issue. Not
considered by past history data.
Benefits:
• Past history performerce data in combinatioc wi_
trend analysis should provide accurate
assessment
• robust design and statisbcal analysis can
surrtciantly mibgate the risk of any failure other than
slow degradation.
• Optmal pyrometer is effect_e for assessing
turbine heeJthand may be a melure technology than
axe-electron fatigue det.
Issues:
• Risk engine hardware during power-up if bearings
damaged
• short power-up not adequate to assess bearing
operation
Benefits:
• see references
ISSUES:
• Pre-spm hardware greatJyadds weight and
complexity to pump.
Benefits:
• low riskapfxcach to determine bearing condition
• May use same elecU'ical drive hardware as torque
checks
ISSUSI:
• does not address sudden bearing degmdeben
Benefits:
• probably acceptab;e since most bearing
degradet;,on is a slow function of "inoberatJon" time
• Zero gravity ecvimnment may prevent wear during
downtimes and engine start Down, me degrsdetion
may not be an issue in space.
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Preliminary Power up
Sensors/Hardware
• Ferromagnetic torquemate(
• Opt_al pyrometer
• Plume spectrometer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rVs
General Approaches
• Automated static checkout
Sensors/Hardware
• Ferromegnebc torquemater
• Optical pyrometer
• Plume sbec_ometer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Na
General Approaches
Preliminary Pow_-up
Sensors/Hardware
• Fibemp_c deflectorneter
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Hydmst,,tJc bearings
General Approaches
• Automelad component precycling
Ssnsors/Hardwa re
• Fiberop_c beflectometer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Hydroltstlc bearings
General Approaches
Automated static checkout
Sensors/Hardware
• FiberopOc deflectometer
Alternate Design Recommendations
• Hydrostatic bearings
COMMENTS
A more robust
desert should be
considered to
permit predictable
slow degradation
which lends itself to
a life prediction
model.
Check wltl also
include HPF"I'P
bearings.
Hydrostatic
bearings and Iheir
subsystems in both
pumps wouk:l
require inspection
and funcl_onel
checks.
Since hydrostatic
bearings result in
minimal wear, this
check although
complex, would be
required less
frequently if this
alternate design
feature twls
adopted
RI/RD 91-145
Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods o Inspections (contd.)
CHECKOUT
r 8. T/c assembly
I injector face pdate,
igniter, and lax
post bps for
erosion, burning,
and contsminatJon.
9 Gimbal bearing
and TVC attach
points for
evidence of
bearing s_zure
end fatigue.
APPROACH
Prelimpower-up
b Automated pro-
cycling
c, Automated
static
a Prelim power up
b Automated pro-
cycling
Page 96
c. Automated
static
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
Issues:
• Analysis of exhaust plume may not give complete
assessment,
• risks f_rther herch_are damage _ produces
harsh operabng environment for monitoring
devices
Bonofllo:
=• see referenc_
Not applicable
!leeues:
• Injector elements may be ina,ccessibte using
current automated visual techniques Techniques
may require enhancements {intrusive fiber opbc
devices) for inspection purposes
• cannot address sudden failure occuring at end of
subsequent operation
Benefits:
• trend analysis will identify virtially all failures by
monitoring ty_Y_cal slow deoradation of the injector
lieu el:
• Not e complete check since assessment relies on
vibrel_on data =done
• power-up does not significantly alter the operal_on
the gimbal and "rvc system
Soneflla:
• see refecence6
leouell:
• Requires robust gimballing mechartsm since lull-
range gimbeJling required for checkout purposes.
• requires power consumpOo_ far _tuation
Benefits:
• Gimpelling win provides real-time source for
required data.
Vil0rat_0_ data combined with v_i_cation of
giml_dling function providae complete asse_t
of giml0al system
lieu el:
• does not address idle time degraddbon of TVC
system
• Visuals may be e problem due to inacceuibility
* Vibration ddta plus position data aquired flora p_t
history database may not provide enough
information for accurate assessment.
Benefits:
• titl_ power consur'nptio_
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Preliminary power-up
SenaorelHsrdwara
•Plume specl_ometar
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
General Approaches
• Automated stRtic checkout
i Sensors/Hardware
• Plume rd)octronlelir
I • remote high resolubon visual
• Pressure transducer
• Turbine flowmeter
• Temperature sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
_- nle
General Approaches
• Preliminary power up
Sensors/Hardware
• Acce_rometer
Alternate Design Recommendations
. n/e
General Approaches
•Autometad component precycling
SeneorelHerdwere
• Accek)romet_
• Eddy current posi_n sensor
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rt/e
COMMENTS
Robust design
should be
impiernented to
reduce need for
detailed inspection
This c_n be
combined with the
funcbonal check
for ext nozzle
travel which
involves gimballing
end actuation The
nature of this
check makes it s
functional check.
Robust gimbeJ
bearing and TVC
attach points
recommended to
delete check
Design for uprated
thrust to absorb
large _rust loads.
General Approaches
• Automatdd stabc check
Seneore/H=rdws re
• Accelerome_
• Eddy currant peahen sensor
• Remote high rmlolubon visual
Ahernate Oeoign Recommendations
• rt/e
RURD 91-145
Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight
CHECKOUT
10 Heat
exchanger for
cracks, evidence
of wear, end
damage.
APPROACH ISSUES AND BENEFITS
P_lm power up Issues:
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c Automated
static
• power-up forces visual inspection sensors to
operate in harsh environment unnecessarily
• Potimtial accessibility problems with visual
• ReQuires development of physicaJ degradation
idenbficabon techniques and sensibve optical
haroV_J'e.
Benefits:
• see references
Not applicable
iilUll:
•Pote_al accessibility problems with visual.
• must design unit for visual accessibility
• Requires development of physicaJ degrsdalJon
identification techniques and sensitive opbcal
hardware.
Benefits:
• Past history data assessment is safest spcroech
Methods - Inspections (contd.)
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
•Prelimtnary power up
Seniors/Hardware
• remote high resolution visual
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
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General Approaches
• Automated stabc check
Sen-ore/Hardware
• remote high resolubon visual
Alternate Design Recommendation=,
• r,/a
COMMENTS
Another possible
approach is
monitoring inlet and
exit condit}ons
this may result in
PaJlure during power
! up. This may be an
op_on with
automated static
check
RI/RD 91-145
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Part B - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Servicing Tasks
CHECKOUT
1. Combusbon
zone drying
2. HPOTP LOx
turbine dnv,= gas
seal We-start
purge.
APPROACH
a. Prelim power-up
b. Automated pre-
cycling
c. Automated
static
a. Prelim power-up
b. Autornsted pro-
cycling
c. AutomaEed
static
ISSUES AND BENEFITS
_eeu,=e :
• no advantage eve( operational redline
Benefits:
• see references
I,=au,=a :
• Assumes purge system is avaJlabl,=
Benefit,=:
• Simple task perforrned during non't_ shutdow_
purge sequence.
• requires no chang`= in routine system operation to
:)ecform servicing.
• Vacuum environment simplifies task due to rapid
dissepel_o n.
Not applicable
I,=,=U,=S :
• no advantage over operati,=nel redline
Benefits:
see references
II,=U,=,= :
• assumes purge system is available
Benefit,=:
• Part of normal pre-start procedure
i ° requires no chang`= in routine system oper,=tion to
perform servicing.
Not appl_b_e
APPLICABLE ISSUES AND BENEFITS
REFERENCES
General Approaches
• Preliminary power up
S,=nsor,=/Herdwa re
• rye
Alternate Design R,=comm,=ndationa
• rye
General Approach`=`=
• AutomabDd component pracycling
S,=neor,=/Hardwa r,=
• rye
Alternate
! • rye
Design Recommendation`=
General Approach`=`=
• Preliminary power up
Sensors/Hardware
• rye
Alternate Design Recommendations
rY,=
COMMENTS
W_ a purge
system, this task is
simple and routine.
Without s purge
system, self drying
of sensors is a
possib(,= approach.
General Approaches
• Automatl_ component precycling
Sensors/Hardware
• rye
Alternate Design Recommendations
• rye
With s purge
system, this task is
simpl,= and routine.
Without a purge
system, non-purge
seals would be
required. These
would ,=ffacbvely
eliminate this task+
RI/RD 91-145
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Methods - ICHM Sensors and Hardware
Issues and Benefits
Vehicle/Infrastructure
leeull:
• Required features dictate size
(weight) ie, number of channels,
sb-uctural requirements,
instatlabon needs, etc.
Benefits:
• Sensor is self contained - no
addi_onal support hardware
required.
•No ex_emat power supf_y
required
Sensor Measurement
/Advanced Hardware
Space Basing
Static Pressure Issues:
Stsbc Temperature
Fbow
Speed
Displacement
Posibon (on/off)
• Solar radialJoneffects unknown
Benefits:
• Calibrabon can be verified at
any point without engine
operaben
• Vacuum can venfy absolute
pressure.
Issues:
• Solar radial_onaffects unknown
• May be subject to long term drift
(certain technologies),
Beneflte:
"Cor_dnuity can be confirmed
without engine operation
lisues:
• Solar mdiabon effects on
lubricant unknown.
Benefits:
• To Be Detemmecl
Issues:
• To Be Deum_neq
Benefits:
No moving parts
issues:
• To Be Detarmkw_
Benefits:
I" To Be Deum_neq.
Issues:
• To Be_
Benefits:
No moving parts
• Sta_c displacement can always
be musureq.
lesueo:
• To Be Detarm_ned.
Benefits:
• Piezoetec_ic crystals maintain
stability over bma.
• No exWrnel power required.
Issues:
• Required features dictate size
(weight) _e,number of channels,
s_'uctuml requirements,
installation needs, etc.
Benefits:
• Sensor is self contained - no
eddibonsl support hardware
required.
• No ex_neJ power supply
required,
IllUOl:
• Turbine flowrneters tend to be
heavy (16 - 20 oz.)
Benefits:
• Flowmater is integraJwith duct -
! no sen_cing required.
• _ckups are pea.rove- no
i_lemalpower required.
Issues:
- To Be Detem-/ned.
Benefits:
• Pink-ups are passive - No
e=IBrne.lpower supply required.
ISSUES:
Sensors require their own ur.que
signalprocessor.
Benefits:
• Sensor ere non-contac_r_.
lioueo:
• Limited expefienca on liquid
rocket programs.
Benefits:
• Sensors are lightweight and
occupy a smallvolume.
issues:
• Piezoeisctric transducer output
subject m "spiking" st cryogenic
temperatures.
•Pmpar opem_n cannot be
vari_cl stalk:ally - requires
mechenmsl inpuL
Benefits:
Accelembon
Engine system
Iseuss:
• Sensor is inl_usive - ACCESS
must be made through fluid
medm.
Benefits:
• Calibrabon can be verifed
without engine operation.
• Vacuum can verify absolute
pressu re.
Issues:
• Sensor is inD'usive
Bsnollts:
•ConUnuffl/canbe confirmed
withoutengineoperation.
ISSUES:
• Flowrneter requires ma_or
component teardown is repair is
necessary.
Benefits:
• Integral to engine componenL
Issues:
• intnJsNe design is mature - non-
inb"usivedesign is not.
Benefits:
• Cim be non-inlTusive.
ISSUES:
• mature design for engine non-
existanL
Benefits:
• To Be Detan_ned
issues:
.ToBe_
Blnllill:
• Sensor can be used in ilrly flu_l
including lax.
Issues:
• To Be Detar_ned.
Bonofitl:
• Simpis non-in_'usivs installation.
• Sensors sra lighlwe_ghL
Comments
RI/RD91-145
Part C -
(contd.)
Sensor Measurement
/Advanced Hardware
Deflectometer
Exo-electron fabgue detector
' Isotope wear detector
Torquemetar
Auto,,,i;ud Visual Inspection
_tical Leak Oetectlon
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Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - ICHM Sensors and Hardware
issues:
• Limited thermally to 250 F
(709 R)
Banaflls:
• Fliberoptics unaffected by long
term storage.
Immune to EM VRFI.
Iosuaa:
• May require routine optical ra-
allignment.
• Light source has limited life
Benefits:
• Bast results hsve been
achieved in vacuum environment.
• Can be automated.
ieauaa:
• Historical data bess required.
J• Need long-tired reference
acWity for anchoring dale.
• "13mede_t crystal/detector
degradation
• Compensation required for
beckround radiation via
deck,round sub,action.
Benefits:
• Monitors mass loss from
exterior.
issues end Benefits
Vehicle/Infrastructure
Issues:
• To Be Determined
Benefits:
• Fiberopbc assembly is
tightweighL
Issues:
• System is curTenttyat prototype
stage.
• Sent,or probe needs to be
ruggedized
Benefits:
• Can be made lightweight.
• High sensitivity with low power
consumption.
lesuae:
Requires power for multi-thermal
analyzer end detector.
Detector requires LN2 cooling
Benefits:
• Simple dsta analysis
• Possible rsel-time
implamatation.
leauaa:
• Long term stability not
demonsti'ated.
Benefits:
• Eliminate human intervention for
torque end runoff measurement.
• Not affected by vacuum
er_vironment.
Illeues:
• Computer/vk:leo syst_n required
to be radiation hardened.
• Requires know_ based
system for indeT_ndent
decisions
Benefits:
Eliminate human int_vention for
,nspection procedures.
leeuoa:
• Has not been tested in vacuum
environment.
• May require routine oot_l:al
reellignmenL
• Light soume has limited life.
Benefits:
• Can be automated.
• Eliminate human intervention for
leek detacbon procedures.
laauae:
• Msy require specialized signal
MOCOf_=Of.
Benefits:
• Torque and spasd
rnaesureme_ts aquirad _rom Is
single sensor
• Torque and speed can be
coreliated with vehicle
Nlrarn@t_s.
iaauea:
• Cornp_er and opl_.s
sueceptability to vibration, shock
end ItNm'naleffects.
• Power required for computer,
csmem, w_l camera robotics.
Benefits:
• Can be ulmd Ior vehida
ina_ns also.
laauee:
• Splice need to be mggedized.
• Syaten_ requires gas purge.
Currently requires cryogenic
(LN2) cooling for detector.
Benefits:
• Can be mKb l_ht
• Low power conaumptiorL
Engine system
issues:
• Engine version net mature.
• Probe is inl_usive.
Benefits:
• To Be Determined.
laeuea:
• Repeatability has not been
demonatTsted on angina
materials.
Benefits:
• Nan-destructive meesuremenL
• Limited arena dir.=ssembly.
lasuas:
• Electronics are suceptabie to
shock, vibratian, and _ermai
effects.
• Type _ amount of activation is
material dedenckmL
• Shielding of eclNation by
intervening materialL
Benefits:
-Non_nVusive.
laauel:
• Pickup sensor is inUusive.
• Pump shaft requires
mognetorosisbve deposits
Benefits:
• Inoreese efficiency and
reliebility of engine system.
• Meuurmng speed, torque, and
shaft dispia_t eliminates
redundant sensors resulting in
reduced system weight end
complexity.
Issues:
• Criteria needs to be established
for deID,'mining component
conditian.
• Vww af component required -
eith_ direct access or inspection
port
• Resolution of video systJm.
Benefits:
• Deceases cest end increer,es
speed, reliability, end
re_oe*tability of between flight
,inspections.
leouea:
• Tracer gas competability not
dornonstratad on engine
matedais.
Banafite:
• Highly sensit_, to pinpoint
• _ _ted a_
• l.i_tadorna _m
disassemblyrequired
Comments
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Part C - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - ICHM Sensors and Hardware
(contd.)
Sensor Measurement
/Advanced Hardware
Plume Spectroscopy
Space Basing
issues:
• Calibrabon required prior to
engine start.
• Potential interference from
hack,round solar r-,diabon.
Benefits:
• Demonstrated long mrm
component stability.
Issues and Benefits
Vehicle/infrastructure
lesuee:
• Opt_s need to be ruggediz_l.
Benellts:
• Low power consump0on.
Engine system
leouee:
• Spectrometer must be isolat_l
from engine. Uses fiberoptic
probe to transmit beta to
spectrometer.
I
!Benefits:
Modular components for repair
siroplicity.
• Verificaben of nominal
corobustmn.
• Thrust level detarminet;on.
• P,aWtirne evaluation of hardware
erosion and armmalaus
combustion.
• IdenOficatJonend quantification
of eroding materials.
• Engine rsedline/cutoff
capability.
Comments
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Part D - Issues and Benefits of Preflight Methods - Alternate Design
Recommendations
Design Recommendation
Component: Heat
Motivation for selecting an
alternate: To delete the
requirements for the heat
exchanger leak test and proof
test. Based on the current
design, small leaks would be very
difficult to detect. A robust design
will greatly reduce the probability
of this leakage over the life of the
engine.
Curren! Design
Description: Cylindrically
contoured section, flat thin multi-
brazed panels. This design
reflects minimum weight and
convenient beckaging.
Suggested Alternate
Dseign Description: Highly
robust flexible line in shell. This
design reflects a minimal number
of welds and offective(y
aliminates coilleakage.
Other alternate Deslgn
Concepts:
1. Similar to current design with
minimal changes to the basic
geometry. Materials would be
selected for high fatigue life.
Design would reflect use of
intermediate channels containing
inert fluid would be located
between _e Lox and the
hydrogen for minimum risk.
Component: Combustion
Motivation for selecting an
alternate: To delete the
requirement for leak checking the
combustion and propellant
system joints.
Current Design
Description: Flanged end
bolted joints located throughout
the engine system
Suggested Alternate
Design Description:Welded
combustion and propellant
system with the exception of the
vehicle interface flanges end
possibly the extendible /
retractable nozzle attach poinL
The welds would reflect a very
h0gh factor of safety.
Other alternate Design
Concepts:
1. Welded nozzle extensmn which
would allow the nozzle to e_tend
from a retracted por_bon using a
bellows-convolute nozzle design.
This eliminates leakage from the
extendible nozzle attach poinL
Effected Preflight
Requirement(s)
Leak _ following
requirements may be deleted
using the proposed robust design
rationale.
1. Heat exchanger coil leek teal
2. Heat exchanger coil proof tesL
Inspections:The following
inspection may be required less
frequently, however the
requirement cannot be daleted.
1. HeQt exchanger inspection for
cracks, evidence of wear, end
damage.
Leak _ following --
leek check requirement would no1
be deleted, however it would be
simplified using the proposed
design rationale. This is because
only the extendible nozzle attach
)cant seal would need to be
checked for seal integrity.
1. Combustion and propellant
system joints for leakage.
Space Basing
Jiluli:
• Heat exchanger may be subject
to debris damage because of
large surface area. The actual
surface area exposed will depend
on the location of the heat
exchanger in the powerhsed.
• Damage caused by debris may
propoget_ with rel:x_ted engine
firings.
• Thermal cycling caused by so_ar
radiabon may incr_se
probability of failure - the
alternate design should allow for
this.
• Radiation effects on brazed
join= - Long duradon space
exposure may pegrade material
and reduce st)'ength. A solutmn
rnght be diffusion bonding or
some protective coating.
Benefits:
• A robust de6ign will eliminate the
leek check requirements and
make the heel _changer less
vulnerable to damage from debris.
Robust design should not be
adversely affected by the space
environment.
• Small volume leakage of gems
in_ spo.ce will dissipate rapidly
thus reducing the overall risk of
space combusteble mixtures.
• Radiebon effects on walde may
cause degradet_on. No other
_'oblems are anticipated.
• Special tools for space
maintainability would need to be
developed ifspace maintainability
was a considera_ort
Issues and Benefits
Vehicle/Infrastructure
Jeouee:
• Payload may possibly be
impacted because of the
increased heat exchanger weighL
• A mature operational da=t base
is required to reduce the need for
an external inspect)on of the heat
exchanger.
Benefits:
• Overall simpler diagnostics
since the leak check
requirements can be deleted.
Benefits:
Engine System
IllUlI:
• Robust design may result in
different engine performance
characteristics due to different
system delta-P and heat transfer
the racteristics.
Higher weght and volume may
impact the component
Irrangernent on the engine
_owerhead.
Benefits:
• Heavier payload permitted since
welds are lighter in weight than
flanges.
• Cost and reliability benefits
since welded joints are simple,
rugged, and have fewer perts.
• Robust design improves overall
engine reliability, maintainability,
and safety.
• No special checkout valves
required.
IIIUOI:
Benefite:
• SntRlfvolume leakage of gems
into specs will diuapete mpidty.
Overall simpler diagnostics
since the kink checking
requirement has been simplified.
• Space mainteinance is
potenbelly simpler with welds then
bolted flanges because of fewer
parts. This assumes the
development of _oeoal tools.
Engine removal for maintenance
is currently assumed.
A very high factor of safety is
required to assure quality welds
which can withstand many cycles
under extreme conditions.
• Drop-lhrough of wold into
syatem may cause downstream
contamanebon. There ere design
solutions to mitigate this,
possibly at the cost of weight.
Benefits:
• Reducbon in the number of
leakage paths.
• Eliminate6 concern for damage
to flange, seals, and a large
number of bolts.
• "_ghter and lighter packaging is
: possible because of eliminabon of
bulky flanges and bolts.
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Design Recommendation
Component: Turbooum=
EULr.L..U
Motivation for selecting an
alternate: To delete the
requirement for the axial shaft
travel check, and the bearing
damage inspection for the fuel
fox turbopur_.
Current Design
Dea_ription: Ball bearings on
both the pump and turbine ends of
both the fuel and oxidizer pumps
One alterrmtive design included a
series hybrid bearing which
consists of e bell bearing and a
hydrostatic bearing on the
outside diameter of the ball
bearing.
Suggested Alternate
Design Description:
Excluswe use of hydrostatic
bearings on the high presure
turbopumps.
Other alternate Design
Con©eptl:
1. Hybrid bearing concept where
the hydmsts_c bearings are
augmented with a bell bearing.
Effected Preflight
Requirement(s)
Functional Checks :The
followmg checkouts are not
eliminated but would need to be
modified. For example, ,= torque
check with an unpressurized
hydrostalx: bearing will always
reveal rubbing at the bearing. For
the torque check to be
meaningful, the bearing should
either be We-pressurized or be
augmontsd with some kind of
sxial centering support or ball
bearing :
1. HPFTP torque check.
2. HPOTP torque check.
3. LPFTP torque check.
4. LPOTP torque check.
The following checkout can be
delet=d since it would not be
meaningful with the use of
i hydrostatic bearings:
1. Axial shaft 17svel check
Inspections:The following
requirements cannot be
eliminated but would need to be
modified to accommodate
hydrostal_c beenngs The main
hydrostatic bearing issue is wear.
1. HPOTP bearings for damage
{wear).
2. HPFTP bear_t_ for darn_e
(wear).
Space Basing
issues and Benefits
Vehicle/Infrastructure Engine System
IIIUel:
•Materials and coatings selected
for hydrosta_c bearing
components may be affected by
solar radiation, however these
effects are likely to be minimal
• The lengthy dowrffJme in space
could effect the hydrostatic
bearings depending on
configuration.
Benefits:
• Shaft could be held in the
contam<l position with rele_e
ease due to lack of gravity. A
centered shaft would virtually
elimmslB wear of the bearing
during start-up, shutdown, end
transoort. Adequate hydroatstk:
support forces to overcome
hydraulic side forces during
start/shutdown must be sssured.
JllUtl:
• External hardwe.re including
lines, fluid tank, several valves,
some oleclronics hardware
for feedback end conti'olare
required for hydrostatic bearing
pressurization. Pressurization is
required as s means of eliminating
bearing wear during tT_ts.
• Payload will be impacted by the
edditional weight of a flltrabon
system required far the
hydrostatic beefing fluid.
• Line inlimtaces to the vehicle will
be required if the hydro6tatJc
bearings are led from from an
extansJ source.
Benefits:
• Vehicle viprat)on and noise
levels may be reduced as a result
of the incrsese in bearing
damping.
IIIUII:
• Contsminal)on could result from
hydrostatic bearing wear
therefore some form of fil_'abon
may be required. Added filters
could increase the system
pressure drop.
• HydmstslJc bearing flows are
typically parasitic and do load Io a
slight reduclJon in pump
efficiency.
Benefit,t:
• Significant gain in bearing life
can be achieved by using
hydrostabc bearings. The actual
life will depend on the duty cycle.
Many starts and stops willlimit
life, however, no wear occurs
during sustained opembon.
RI/RD91-145
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Appendix 4
Required Sensors for Preflight
Engine Checkout Methods
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